**WIRE & CABLE**
Battery, Welding, UL, Marine Cable, Ground Strap, Trailer Cable, MTW, SXL, GPT wire. For Custom Cable Assembly Configurations, visit quickfigurator.com.

**BATTERY & ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS**
Wide range of sizes and styles, UL listed, Battery Connectors, Lugs, Polarity Specific SB® and DIN's.

**MATERIAL HANDLING CONNECTORS**
Leadheads, Intercells, Cone and Thimble, Fast Charge, Crimp and FUSION Solder Connectors. We are known for our ability to create custom constructions.

**CUSTOM CABLE ASSEMBLIES**
Custom-Engineered Connectors and Assemblies, Fast quote turn around, Low order minimums, No Size/Length requirements. Our QuickFigurator makes creating a custom cable from scratch easy. Auto generates a manufacturing drawing and BOM.

**CUTTING & CRIMPING TOOLS**
Cutting, Stripping, Crimping Tools specifically engineered for industrial and commercial use.

**CABLE PROTECTION**
Terminal Protectors, Leadhead Shrouds, SB® Boots, Loom, Heat Shrink and other accessories to assure reliability and durability.

**PORTABLE POWER PACKS & BOOSTER CABLES**
Handheld, Automotive/Power Sports, Heavy-Duty/Commercial, and Wheeled Power Packs. We carry a wide range of booster cables everything from light duty to commercial varieties. Custom constructions available.

**BATTERY BOXES**
Fit all specific group sizes, including spiral cell and high performance models. Group U1, 24, 27, Adjustable 24, 27, 31. Single and dual 6V also commercial configurations of 4D, 6D, GC2, L16.

**CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS**
Acid Containment Systems, Containment Pallets and Battery Trays. Everything needed for OSHA compliance. Online configurator tool to create your own system.

**SPILL KITS**
Acid Spill Absorber-Neutralizer with color change. All inclusive Spill Kits, various sizes available.

**BATTERY CHEMICALS**
Neutralizing Wash, Leak Detecting Spray, Battery Conditioner and Battery Cleaners.

---

**United States - Phone:** 800.558.8667  
**Email:** sales@quickcable.com

**Canada - Phone:** 800.728.1742  
**Email:** cdnsales@quickcable.com
ABOUT QUICKCABLE

QuickCable develops, manufactures and sells battery and electrical connectors, cable, tools and related products for commercial and industrial equipment that are battery-started, battery-powered or uses batteries to condition or store electric power. QuickCable is the market leader in North America, providing the best value and service, in the industry.

OUR CUSTOMERS

We will provide products and services that give our customers the best value in the marketplace. We will be a single source for our product category. We will provide a business system where our customers can easily and quickly order, distribute and use our products.

OUR PEOPLE

We cultivate an environment of training, recognition and advancement for outstanding, dedicated individuals who share our mission and work together as a team. We value job security and workplace safety.

OUR RELATIONSHIPS

We value our relationships with customers, employees, suppliers, vendors and communities in which we operate. These relationships are based on integrity and trust. Our commitment to the environment will be reflected in our procedures and products.